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Abstract: 
              Voice conversion is a process of transforming the parameters of a source voice to those of a target 

voice. It is the process of compressing or stretching the time basis of the speech signal without changing 

its spectral contents. The second is to change the tone of the speech signal, called pitch scaling. It modifies 

the spectrum of the signal without changing its playback time. These two speech transformation functions 

are important in many applications such as speech transmission and storage, audio-visual systems, speech 

recognition, and text to speech conversion. speech modification is done by using pitch scale modification, 

spectrum modification. Different parameters can be modified like pitch level, pitch range, pitch contour, 

pitch variation using pitch scale modification. The aim for speech morphing is to produce a smooth change 

in speech identity.  
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

      A speech signal consist of different frequency 

which are harmonically related to each other in the 

form of series. The lowest freq of this harmonic 

series is known as fundamental freq or pitch freq. 

Pitch freq is the fundamental freq of vibrations of 

the vocal cords. This freq generated by vocal cords 

in the form of periodic excitation passes via vocal 

tract filter and gets convolved with the impulse 

response of the filter to produce a speech signal. 

Thus speech is basically a convolved signal.  

The main principle used in time domain pitch 

detection algorithm is to find similarity between 

original speech signal and its shifted version. 

The main principle used in time domain pitch 

detection algorithm is to find similarity between 

original speech signal and its shifted version. 

Features of speech segment: 

1 )Fundamental frequency 

2) Formants 

3) LPC 

4) )Mel freq cepstral coefficient 

There are two types of features: Time domain 

feature, Transform domain feature. 

Transform domain feature is classified as: 

1) Frequency domain 

2) Cepstral domain 

3) Discrete cosine domain 

4) Wavelet domain. 

A speech consists of different frequencies 

which are harmonically related to each other in the 

form of a series. The lowest frequency of this 

harmonic series is known as the fundamental 

frequency or pitch frequency. There are different 

pitch modification parameters as illustrated below: 

Pitch level: The modification in the pitch level 

means the overall level of F0  contour is shifted by 

multiplying all pitch valves with a rate factor. (Rate 

=0 implies no change). When the rate valve is high 

the pitch value undergoes stronger changes than 

when the rate is low. 
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II. EXPLANATION 

Inputs of the speech morphing algorithm are 

speech uttered by speaker A and speaker B, and 

they are assumed to contain the same phoneme 

sequences. Output consists of speaker A’s 

speech, modified speech, and speaker B’s speech. 

By temporally controlling speech parameters, the 

identity of the. modified speech gradual changes 

    

III  METHODS FOR SPEECH MODIFICATION 

 

1. PITCH DETECTION USING 

AUTOCORRELATION METHOD 

                Autocorrelation is the correlation of 

signal with itself. It is the similarity between 

samples as a function of the time separation 

between them. It can be considered as mathematical 

tool to find repeating patterns and their periods. 

Autocorrelation methods needs to list two pitch 

periods to detect pitch periods to detect pitch. An 

algorithm to detect autocorrelation can be described 

as follows: 

1. Divide the speech in number of segments. 

Take speech in number of segments. Take a 

speech segment which is at least two 

periods. we will use a speech file having 

sampling frequency of 8khz.so the sampling 

interval is 0.0125ms.let us consider speech 

segment of size 400 samples. 

2. We will calculate for say 45 overlapping 

samples. This means that two segment ,one 

extending over sample numbers 1-45 is 

correlated to the other segment from the 

sample numbers 2-46,so on .hence sample 

shifts in steps of 1 starting from 1.we will 

use a shift up to 400 samples to find the 

shift value for which the correlation is 

highest. The distance between two 

successive maxima in correlation will give a 

pitch period in terms of number of samples. 

3. Once pitch period for both speakers are 

found, pscale is calculated and according to 

pscale target speech is converted. once pitch 

modification is done then spectrum is 

modified. 

 

2.  SPECTRUM MODIFICATION 

There are different methods for spectrum 

modification of speech. It can be done using 

homomorphic coder and using sinusoidal 

coder. 

1.The cepstrum obtained from original 

signal will contain information regarding the 

vocal tract in low time region and pitch 

information in the high time region. The low 

time region is passed via low time lifter 

which has information of the vocal tract 

response. After DFT ,log spectrum of vocal 

tract which is the envelope of the actual 

spectrum. Then modify the spectrum and 

take exponentiation to get modified 

spectrum of vocal tract. Then IDFT block 

will convert the spectrum into time domain 

to give the impulse response of vocal tract 

which is modified.  

IV RESULT 

Our main task is to convert male voice in to female 

or female voice into male. So first database is 

created with same phoneme uttered by female 

speaker and male speaker. Once database is created 

pitch period of both female and male are found. 

Once pitch periods are calculated pitch mark 

correspondence are found and pscale is calculated. 

and pitch is modified. 

 

       Modified pitch acts as input to next system 

implemented for spectrum modification. So  

cepstrum of pitch modified file and original male 

file is calculated, depending upon that will get by 

how much amount modification is required. and 

finally will get cepstrum modified output. 

In this database “Good Morning” word is uttered 

by female speaker and male speaker. 

Figure shows original male and female speech 

uttered by same phoneme. 
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Fig 1 Source Female Speech 

 

Fig 2 Target Male Speech 

 

 
 

Fig 3 Comparison of male and female and 

modified pitch period. 

 

 

                    TABLE I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this table, percentage correlation between 

original male voiced and converted voice is given 

for 10 male and 10 female database 

 

 

 

V .CONCLUSIONS 

From correlation table it is clear that for most of 

the voice conversion is done with 85% and 

subjective listening test average score is 4.14.so 

high quality results is obtained. So high quality 

voice conversion system is implemented 
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Source 

speaker 

Target 

speaker 

Percentage 

correlation  

F1 M1 86.51% 

F2 M2 85.70% 

F3 M3 65.58% 

F4 M4 80.50% 

F5 M5 79.80% 

F6 M6 86% 

F7 M7 86.21% 

F8 M8 85.50% 

F9 M9 85.23% 

F10 M10 82.20% 


